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Color and accessibility in underground wayfinding and signage 
design. 

1Letizia Bollini 
1Department of Psychology. University of Milano-Bicocca, letizia.bollini@unimib.it 

1. Introduction
Color is one of the most influential assets in the language of visual design. It 
is often used to emphasize, differentiate or to connotate graphic messages in 
many different contexts from brand to interface design. Many of our interac-
tions with the physical or digital environment surrounding us are mediated 
by chromatic information. 
Although color blindness is not explicitly considered a physical impairment, 
it could be, therefore, a limitation in everyday life. In particular, many of the 
signage and way-finding system, such as traffic light, street signs, and so on 
are mainly based on the color codex. Moreover, in undergrounds maps, way-
finding scheme, archigraphics, brand, and signage plans and artifacts make 
broad use of color language. 
The paper presents and discusses this issues according to the Universal desi-
gn/Design 4 all principles from a theoretical and an experimental point of 
view. Then, research maps and exemplifies some of the most relevant case 
studies in the history of underground signage design from the London Tube 
to the Porto project. In the end, the article proposes and debate the best prac-
tice and guideline of inclusive color signage design strategies. 

2. Color blindness and the everyday life
Achromatopsia or color blindness [1] is a physical condition that affects a that affec-
ts almost an 8,5% of the world population with a prevalence of men [2, 3]. It con-
sists of the total or partial inability to see colors that means that color blind people 
see not at all or a smaller range of different tints in the whole spectrum. Color blind-
ness is not considered a proper disability; however, it can give some problem in eve-
ryday life. Many of the information that allow us to interact with the environment 
such as traffic lights, direction signs, error feedbacks, alert or emergency messages 
are often identified by the use of color [4]. 
One of the most trivial but significant examples is the traffic light in which color is 
the means to convey critical messages such us stop and go to guarantee safeness to 
every driver (see fig. 1). Although many attempts to solve the problem in a more 
inclusive way have already been taken, the example is paradigmatic to the difficul-
ties faced in everyday life by color blind people. 
A good practice of inclusive design is represented by Uni-Sign the universal signal 
light suitable for color blind and everyone else [5]. Developed by the South Korea 
designers Ji-Youn Kim, Soon-young Yang, and Hwan-Ju Jeon in 2009. The design 
studio joined both the combination of colors – of course – with shape language – 
triangle, circle, and rectangular – and positioning to give an efficient and unambi-
guous message (see fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1 - How people see colors: a) normal vision; b) deutoranopia; c) protanopia; d) trinopia (Source: http://mkweb.b-
cgsc.ca) 

Fig. 2 - Uni-Sign the universal signal light suitable for color blind and every one else. (Source: http://www.yankodesi-
gn.com) 
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3. Design for all: an inclusive and ethical design approach
In the last two decades, a new sensibility has raised among designers about ethical 
issues and inclusiveness. Given up the industrial idea of standardization that domi-
nated Rationalism and the 20th century, the design community is now embracing the 
concept of diversity, weakness and different abilities. 
Accessibility, inclusiveness, and enabling are the drivers of a new ethical approach 
to the main international movements such as Universal Design in the US [6, 7] and 
the Design for All in Europe [8, 9, 10] started in 1998. 
A year before, the World Wide Web Consortium had already proposed the WAI (Web 
Accessibility Initiative) [11] a work in progress activity intended to guarantee the 
accessibility of the internet to people whit disability [12]. “The power of the Web is 
in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect” 
is the declaration given by its inventor Tim Berners Lee, who strongly claim the 
access to information among the most important human rights [13]. 
On one hand, this program is deeply connected to a user – or better to say – a hu-
man-centered design approach [14]: as stated by IDEO who firstly adopted this de-
finition “It’s a process that starts with the people you’re designing for and ends with 
new solutions that are tailor-made to suit their needs. Human-centered design is all 
about building a deep empathy with the people you’re designing for; generating tons 
of ideas; building a bunch of prototypes; sharing what you’ve made with the people 
you’re designing for, and eventually putting your innovative new solution out in the 
world.” Putting people first is the mantra to keep in mind the users’ needs  and the 
contexts in which they will use or interact with our projects both physical and digi-
tal. 
On the on the other hand to an ethical point of view on the role and the responsibili-
ty of designers [15, 16, 17, 18]. The issues of a design culture more concerned with 
social and long-lasting values have been expressed already since the late ’50. The 
rise of consumerism and social inequalities, the works conditions of proletariats un-
til the liquid Bauman’s world, the cultural role of advertising are the topics of the 
First things first manifesto written by Ken Garlan in 1964 [19] and renewed in 2000 
[20] and signed by about twenty colleagues. “There are pursuits more worthy of our 
problem-solving skills. Unprecedented environmental, social and cultural crises de-
mand our attention. Many cultural interventions, social marketing campaigns, books, 
magazines, exhibitions, educational tools, television programs, films, charitable cau-
ses and other information design projects urgently require our expertise and help. 
We propose a reversal of priorities in favor of more useful, lasting and democratic 
forms of communication – a mind-shift away from product marketing and toward 
the exploration and production of a new kind of meaning. The scope of debate is 
shrinking; it must expand. Consumerism is running uncontested; it must be challen-
ged by other perspectives expressed, in part, through the visual languages and re-
sources of design.” 
In more recent times, empathy has become one of the more valuable ideas applied to 
the design approach that tries to be even more involved in the users’ perspective. 
Understanding of the people you're designing for – not just observation or validation 
as in the traditional procedures – as a mindset of listening according to Indi Young: 
“Conventional product development focuses on the solution. Empathy is a mindset 
that focuses on people, helping you to understand their thinking patterns and per-
spectives.” [21]. 
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4. Way finding in the undergrounds
As mentioned before, although color blindness is not supposed to be a disability, it 
can cause difficulties in the everyday interactions, moreover in some specific con-
text in which the chromatic language is the communication driver. 
Way-finding and signage design applied to underground orientation systems is one 
of these contexts. 
Frank Pick, executive director of London transport from 1913 to 1938, commissio-
ned the signage system of the Tube that leads to the current project. He asked Ed-
ward Johnston of the realization of the typeface and a new brand, in 1916, and to 
Harry Beck the creation of a new map, according to some guidelines [22]. 
The process that led to the current map was long and implied the application of dif-
ferent design styles. The first London's public transport map was developed from the 
MDR, the Metropolitan District Railways. It was a geographical map, showing the 
lines of the subway shaped on the physical urban space. This solution which was 
increasingly blurred, along with the increase of the lines' and stops numbers of stops 
in the city center. Furthermore, the color was not used initially as a clue to identify 
better the lines (see fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 - The London’s Tube map in 1919. (Source: www.dailymail.co.uk) 

In 1931, Harry Beck, an engineer, and a designer tried to solve the problem by ta-
king inspiration from the shape of electrical circuits.  
The new representation strategy was inspired by geometrical and quantitative laws 
as compressing areas containing fewer stops and dilating the center of the city sol-
ved the problem of excessive concentration of stops, decreasing the confusion. 
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Thanks also to the exclusive use of horizontal lines, vertical and diagonal at 45 de-
grees, of a chromatic code and an essential representation of the stops, the map was 
an immediate success (see fig. 4). 
Most metropolitan maps worldwide, including the Milan’s one, follow that of Beck. 

Fig. 4 - The London’s Tube map according to Beck’s sketches and in a nowadays. (Source: www.standard.co.uk) 

One of the most iconic, innovative and paradigmatic projects for a city underground 
is, in fact, the one designed by Boob Noorda with the architect Franco Albini since 
1964 for the Metropolitana di Milano [23].  
The Milan’s underground is not one of the first realized in the world, nor in Italy, 
never the less it soon becomes of one of the most effective examples of way-finding 
system in orienting people in the passages’ maze, interchange stations, and multiple 
gateways. 
Color is the driver of the user’s experience. 
It names the different metro lines  – Noorda initially designed the red and the green 
ones, and in the recent years the yellow, the Lilla (purple) and the under-construction 
blue have been added to complete the public transport system – and of the whole 
brand image. 
The color, in Milan’s underground, creates an immersive experience: it is not just the 
band that accompanies the signs and the carriages of the metro to be colored, but all 
the furnishing of the stations, from the handrail to the waste bins (see fig. 5). 
This, combined with the use of innovative materials such as the floor with black 
stamps and the use of a new font redesigned starting from the Helvetica, both crea-
ted especially for the red line, they mark the entrance in the contemporary era of the 
subways, and they were then reused in numerous signage projects of the tubes, from 
Vienna to Washington, from Brasilia to Madrid. 
After the Noorda's project, many of the signage and way-finding projects have been 
developed according to its concept in which the color plays a strategic role, and for 
people with visual limitations in identify tints, it's a huge challenge. Although in a 
very complex system some other notation details – such as number or name – are 
used to differentiate the network and identifies the single line as in the Milan's itself 
or in the Tokyo project. 
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Fig. 5 - The Milan’s underground map: a) normal vision; b) color blind vision, deuteranopic vision simulation. (Source: 
https://www.atm.it) 

A solid compromise is represented by the Lisbon underground identity redesign. 
Opened in 1959, Lisbon underground added the second line only in the ‘90s due to 
the 1998 Expo [24]. Currently, it counts four metropolitan lines, each of which is 
associated with an evocative name: seagull, sunflower, caravel, east and according 
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to the common practice to indicate the subway lines with the color that identifies 
them: blue, yellow, green and red (see fig 6). 

Fig. 6- The Lisbon’s underground signage system (Source: www.metrolisboa.pt) 
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5. Universal Design: an experimental evaluation
In the light of these considerations, the research presented by the paper has mapped 
several way-finding solutions among the most known worldwide underground sy-
stems, i.e., Tokyo, Paris, Shangai, Berlin, etc.. In a second phase it has classified 
them, from the less  to the more colors dependent and evaluated them – maps and 
signage plans – according to Universal Design principles, that means: 
1. High contrast solutions;
2. Color is not used alone;
3. Sort and differentiate the elements in a describable way;
4. Ensure the visibility of the key elements;
5. Prefer monochromatic pallets;
6. Provide multimodal choices
7. Use patterns and textures;
8. Avoid specific color combinations;
Looking at the analysis results, we can deduce some recurrent phenomena. 
The way-finding systems that use color as a secondary suggestion are much more 
uniform, according to the guidelines, compared to those in which the color covers a 
central role. 
The quality of the latter seems to depend on precautions that allow the eventuality 
color evasion as a semantic clue and by the presence of combinations that can gua-
rantee a sufficiently strong contrast between the elements. As regards the signage 
systems instead of the second type investigated, quality it seems always to be fairly 
uniform and good, because the color does not create a real obstacle to comprehen-
sion and orientation. A phenomenon particularly interesting is the fact that none of 
the analyzed signal systems seem to use plots and textures in environmental way-
finding. Looking at the last column, finally (see fig.7a), we can note how at the level 
of accessibility for users the city with the worst signage system is color-blind of the 
subway would seem to be Milan, while they would seem to boast of a position of 
advantage the metropolitan areas of London and Lisbon. 
Further more: in figure 7 a) each selected system is evaluated according to a Likert 
scale from 1 to 5, based on how much it is virtuous (5) or not completely followed 
(1) the UD guidelines. In figure 7 b) the radar charts show the accessibility level for 
the color-blind users offered by the subways 
Finally, color blind subjects have been involved in an experimental activity to direc-
tly test the effectiveness and efficacy of the signage solutions adopted in the under-
ground visual communication systems. 
As well as declared both by Nielsen [22] and Krug [23] in their quick & dirty user 
test task based methods, composed of six subjects (Italian men living in Lombardy 
region) were involved in the study 21-54 years old, residents. The study purpose is 
to check which map was the most understandable. 
The test was divided into three phases. In the first, color-blind users were asked to 
follow a path on four of the previously selected color maps: Milan, Lisbon, London 
in color, and the textured London one. The purpose is to verify whether the use of 
symbols r textures could solve the problems caused by color. In the second they 
were asked to order all eight maps dealt with in a personal order of legibility and 
comprehensibility. In the last phase was requested via a short questionnaire with 
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questions with an explicit or implicit answer to declare their familiarity with the 
viewed maps, to indicate any limits or merits and to provide their opinion about 
what they would like to find in a public signal system (see fig.7c). The first two pha-
ses were also proposed to an equivalent experimental sample of normal users. 
All the tests were carried out in the presence of the researcher. 

Fig. 7- Experimental results: a) expert evaluation; b) UD Guidelines evaluation; c) user test results 
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6. A possible best practice
A good example of ham to apply the Universal Design guidelines and, at the same 
time, integrate some meaningful elements to understand colors language has been 
proposed by Miguel Neiva. The project Color ADD - Color Identification System 
presented i Italy at the X Italian Information Architecture Summit is a universal so-
lution to simplify the life of color blinds. 
The system consists of a series of elementary geometric figures that can be combi-
ned with each other – as are the colors – which allows you to map and translate the 
chromatic message into a symbolic one. The applications are almost infinite and 
crucial: the signs and the subway plans, on the site a possible application is proposed 
to the Porto Metro currently being built [27]. 
The system allows using different modes of communication [28] within the visual 
system by encoding a grammar significant and modular, such as an alphabet. 
As a natural language Color ADD can be combined and composed to produce new 
chromatic meanings and to construct coherent and comprehensible communication 
ecosystems [29] both for the ordinary users and for  color-blinds. 

Fig. 8- Public transport in Porto according to Color ADD System (Source: http://www.coloradd.net/transports.asp) 

7. Conclusions
However some experimental tests have been carried out, the validation of these eva-
luation hypotheses need to be assessed in the real world to validate whit statistical 
data the analytical and theoretical assumptions. 
The literature concerning this specific the topic is relatively recent and scarce; there-
fore it is necessary to enunciate some starting principles and defining the general 
framework within which the research has been developed and need to be improved. 
Further future research development could be the involvement of a wider experi-
mental sample, testing different subject, both male and female – including for exam-
ple individuals affected by tritanopia (blindness in shades of blue and yellow) or 
taking into consideration of users with different geographic origin and several pre-
vious experiences in the field of public transport. 
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Nonetheless, the study opens new perspectives on the design activities that in vol 
public investment and user services 
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